The mechanism of spin polaron formation in moderately doped cuprates is discussed. These objects represent holes embedded into heavy clouds formed by spin fluctuations. Wave functions of spin polarons are spatially confined due to the increase in the exchange energy which is induced by hole motion giving rise to the creation of spin fluctuations. These wave functions are eigenstates of an "unperturbed" Hamiltonian which is defined by processes responsible for the tendency toward confinement. The eigenstates transform according to different irreducible representations of the point group reflecting the symmetry of the problem. Thus, the spin polarons being local wave functions resemble orbital states. The spectrum of optical conductivity in the mid-infrared range is determined by transitions between s-wave and p-wave spin polarons. The hybridization between different spin polarons which is induced by some high order processes gives rise to the formation of energy bands. The pronounced transfer of the spectral weight between different bands is induced by the coupling between spin fluctuations created by the hopping hole and local quantum fluctuations in the empty antiferromagnetic background from which an electron has been rejected, for example during the photoemission process. The form of the energy dispersion for spin polarons gives rise to the formation of a small Fermi surface at the low hole-doping range. These three above mentioned phenomena were observed in cuprates which seems to confirm the spin polaron scenario. The discussion of related experiments is the additional objective of this paper.
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Introduction
Having in mind the cuprate phase diagram, it is natural to suppose that the microscopic origin of high temperature superconductivity (HTSC) hinges on how quasiparticles are formed in a background of strong antiferromagnetic (AF) interactions. A natural starting point for the research on this subject is to learn how a single hole behaves in a half-filled AF system. This goal has been achieved by per-forming angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopic (ARPES) measurements on the half-filled cuprates. Parent HTSC compounds such as Sr 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 Ca 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 [5, 6] , Nd 2 CuO 4 [7] , and lightly doped La 2 CuO 4 [8] have been studied.
In the recent and the most detailed study of insulating systems the compound Ca 2 CuO 2 Cl 2 has been analyzed [6] . Due to the high resolution of experimental facilities a new dispersive feature have been found at higher binding energies along the Γ to (π, π) cut. The already known strongly renormalized structure with the dispersion of about 0.35 eV has been observed at lower binding energies. The high energy part reveals a much more pronounced dispersion. The transfer of spectral weight from the low energy feature to higher energies occurs somewhere near the middle of the (π, π) to Γ cut. Quite recently, similar behavior has been also found in doped compounds [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
As we will demonstrate later, a phenomenon directly related to the high--energy feature seen in the ARPES spectra is the so-called mid-infrared band observed during the measurements of the in-plane optical conductivity. Those measurements showed that in doped materials the energy region below the charge--transfer gap is filled with states at the expense of the spectral weight associated with the charge-transfer excitations in the undoped counterpart [14] [15] [16] . Recently, the optical spectroscopy combined with the derivative technique used for the high T c cuprate Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8 gave additional evidence for the existence of the energy scale which may be attributed to the mid-infrared band [17] .
Another relevant issue concerning unconventional behavior of cuprates is the origin of the differences in the physical properties of these systems doped to opposite sides of the superconducting region. On the right side of the superconducting dome, in the overdoped regime, the systems behave as a reasonably standard metal, with a large Fermi surface [18, 19] . On the left side of the dome however, in the underdoped regime, cuprates are highly anomalous. For many years, instead of a closed Fermi surface only disconnected arcs have been observed [20] . Recently, the observation of quantum oscillations in the electrical resistance of the oxygen-ordered copper oxide YBa 2 Cu 3 O 6.5 has been reported [21] . This observation indicates the existence of a well-defined Fermi surface in the ground state of underdoped copper oxides, once superconductivity is suppressed by a magnetic field. A Fermi surface made of small pockets has been revealed by the low oscillation frequency as the function of inverse field. This shape is in contrast to the large cylinder Fermi surface characteristic of the overdoped regime.
Spin polaron approach
The spin polaron (SP) approach is related to the so-called "string" scenario which has been developed since late sixties [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The string and SP scenarios are based on the following physical mechanism [28] . The hole motion in the AF gives rise to the creation of spin fluctuations which are defects in the underlying magnetic background. These defects lie on chains formed on paths along which the hole has moved. The length of such chains is in principle proportional to the increase in the exchange energy. Thus, the chains act on the hole as strings. The hole which can retrace the path to its starting point behaves as a particle in the potential well with the center on the initial position of the hole. A Hamiltonian for the problem of the hole in the potential well originating with the string effect has eigenstates with well defined energies. These states are related with a well defined modification of the AF background, thus they can be interpreted as AF SPs. There exists obvious similarity between SP states constructed in such a way and orbital states. They both possess an internal symmetry which may influence some spectroscopic measurements due to the existence of selection rules.
A conclusion which has been drawn from results obtained by means of approaches which originate with the string scenario [29, 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and also from results obtained at the same time by means of exact diagonalizations (EDs) [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] is that the Fermi surface of hole-doped cuprates, which are doped AF insulators, takes the form of four hole pockets located around points (±π/2, ±π/2). The formation of the hole pockets and of the small Fermi surface which is topologically different from the large conventional Fermi surface seen in overdoped systems has been very recently confirmed [21] . Some preliminary evidence for the scenario of the small Fermi surface in underdoped cuprates was also found in the results of earlier ARPES measurements [49] . The quasiparticle strength is weak at some parts of the hole pocket edge and the spectral weight in general is strongly momentum dependent, which explains the difficulty of identifying the small closed Fermi surface. Such a strong momentum dependence which was also observed in results of EDs [46] can be attributed to the interaction with spin fluctuations and can be explained by means of the SP approach [50, 51] .
The propagation of the SP ground state determines the shape of the energy dispersion for the lowest energy "coherent band" which has been experimentally observed in an insulating cuprate by means of ARPES spectroscopy [52] . This dispersion was discussed by many researchers in the framework of the t−J model (tJM) [53, 54] . It seems that even some results of early analytical, semianalytical, and numerical analyses of that model [55-57, 47, 58] demonstrate the existence of excited SP states. The nature of these excited states and of the spectral--weight transfer between different bands formed by them is not only crucial for the proper interpretation of experimental results but is also important for the proper interpretation of results obtained by means of numerical calculations. Intriguing results of an ED performed for small clusters and published in early nineties seemed to indicate that already for two holes, which corresponds to ≈ 10% of doping in the case of 18-20 site clusters, a large electronic Fermi surface, compatible with the Luttinger theorem, is observed [59] . A careful analysis of those results suggested that they rather prove the validity of the rigid SP-band picture which implicates the existence of hole pockets even for the moderately hole doped tJM [60] . The transitions in which different excited SP states with low symmetry are involved contribute substantially to the weight of the spectral function obtained by means of the ED. The "band structure" which emerges from numerical results can be explained in terms of the rigid band scenario provided that the transfer of the spectral weight is taken into account.
The idea of excited SP states was also applied some time ago [61] to explain the behavior of optical conductivity in the tJM in the context of measurements which demonstrated the formation of the mid-infrared band in the spectrum [14] . The existence of peaks in the spectral intensity at frequencies corresponding to a fraction of 1 eV which corresponds to the position of the mid-infrared band was interpreted in terms of the transition to the p-like excited state of the SP. A simple calculation based on the string picture explaining the ED results semiquantitatively supported that suggestion. Later we will demonstrate, by means of a calculation based on the SP concept, the relation between the mid-infrared band observed in results of optical measurements and the high-energy anomaly observed in results of ARPES measurements. The results of this calculation will suggest that both features originate with the same branch of SP excitations.
We will use the tJM extended by terms enabling hopping to second and third nearest neighbors with hopping integrals t and t , respectively. We will apply standard values t = 0.35 eV, t = −0.12 eV, t = 0.08 eV, and J = 0.14 eV chosen so as to reproduce the measured Fermi surface of hole doped cuprates for high doping levels.
Energy bands and their spectral intensity
The hybridization between SPs which are eigenstates of the unperturbed part of the full Hamiltonian for the tJM is induced by the remaining perturbed part. Respective terms representing this hybridization in the effective Hamiltonian H eff can be obtained by evaluating matrix elements of the perturbed part for different SP states. All details concerning the derivation of the effective Hamiltonian have been presented elsewhere [62] . By finding eigenstates and eigenvalues of H eff we obtain a band structure representing single-particle excitation energies.
In order to address the issue of spectral weight distribution observed by means of ARPES we analyze now the spectral function which is measured in experiments of that kind. The spectral intensity of a band l is related with the strength of a pole at E (l) (k) in the appropriate Green function. That strength is given by the square of a matrix element,
In the formula (1) |Ψ
↓ (k) is the l-th single-particle eigenstate of the operator H eff and |Ψ AF stands for the AF state in which the photoemission process takes place, which means that we analyze electron emission from the undoped system. Wave vectors k and −k appear in (1) because the annihilation of an electron with a given momentum gives rise to the creation of a state with opposite momentum. The spin of the SP is also by definition opposite to the spin of the emitted electron. |Ψ AF can be satisfactorily represented by a superposition of the Néel state and states in which local quantum spin fluctuations have been created. The main contribution to (1) stems from the coupling between such local quantum spin fluctuations and strings states which are also spin fluctuations created by a hopping hole. The explicit calculation of coupling parameters will not be presented here. We merely mention that the local character of both string states and of quantum fluctuations in the AF gives rise to strong momentum dependence of spectral intensity for a given band. Partial results of the calculation have been presented in Fig. 1 .
Discussion and summary
It turns out that the SP approach reproduces reasonably well the behavior of the measured intensity [62] . In both cases we observe the transfer of the spectral weight from a low energy feature to a feature formed at higher binding energies along the line connecting the point (π/2, π/2) with the point Γ . The transfer occurs near the middle of the analyzed interval by about a half of 1 eV. In agreement with experimental data we also observe that the high energy feature disperses downward faster than the low energy feature towards the Γ point where the intensity of both features weakens.
In our opinion the formation of the high energy feature provides strong arguments in favor of the SP scenario. The transfer of the spectral weight originates with the differences in contributions of local SP states with different symmetries to different bands and from strong momentum dependence of the pole strength, the form of which depends, in turn, on the contributions from different SP states. The outcome of our calculation suggests that the distribution of the spectral weight in weakly doped cuprates in the energy range of 1 eV below the Fermi energy is determined by the coupling (1) between states representing local spin fluctuations in the AF state, and string states.
States forming both bands with high weight along the line Γ −(π/2, π/2) are even with respect to the reflection in the (0,0)-(1,1) axis. That fact explains why d-wave SP states do not contribute to those bands. Due to symmetry properties of those SP states they can only contribute to states which are odd with respect to that reflection. The high-energy enhanced-weight band merges at the point Γ with a low-weight band formed by states which are odd with respect to the reflection in the (0,0)-(1,1) axis. The state at the junction point Γ is doubly degenerate in that case and consists only of p-wave SPs. For that wave vector the low binding-binding energy state is built of s-wave SPs. That fact was used already some time ago in a theoretical analysis of optical spectra for doped AFs [61] , because zero momentum states are involved in optical transitions. The finite frequency optical response is determined by the spectral distribution of the current operator, which obeys the dipole selection rule and couples s-wave states with p-wave states. In a simple calculation based on the SP approach the latter observation was used to calculate the optical conductivity. The outcome of that calculation agreed reasonably well with the results of an exact diagonalization, which allows to draw the conclusion that the formation of the mid-infrared band observed in the measured spectra of optical conductivity [14] should be attributed to the transitions between s-wave and p-wave SP states. The present analysis of the spectral function suggests that the states which contribute to the high-energy anomaly observed in ARPES spectra and the states which contribute to the optical mid-infrared band are related because in both cases they predominantly consist of p-wave SPs.
